Cookie Statement
International Students Work
We use cookies on our website to provide insight into sales and visitor numbers and
behavior, to make offers of a certain product, to be able to provide live chat assistance and
to log into the website. A cookie is a small text file that is stored on your computer, tablet or
smartphone when you first visit this website. In this cookie statement you can read which
cookies we use, what we use them for and how you can disable them.
What types of cookies do we use?
We use:
- Technical or functional cookies;
- Analytical cookies;
- Social media cookies.
Technical or Functional Cookies
International Students Work only uses functional and analytical cookies that do not infringe
on your privacy. The functional cookies we use are necessary for the technical operation of
our website and your own convenience. The cookies ensure that the website works properly
and remember, for example, your site preferences.
Analytical cookies
Analytical cookies are used for tracking statistics that give us insight into the use of our
website. We use the following analytical cookies:
We use analytical cookies from Google Analytics and Wordpress. With these, we analyze the
behavior that visitors exhibit on our website. This allows us to analyze the website. All
information we collect through Google Analytics and Wordpress is anonymized and can
therefore not be traced back to you. For more information about what exactly Google and
WordPress do with the collected data, we refer you to the privacy statements of Google and
WordPress. These statements can change regularly.
Social media cookies
We are active on various social media channels. We may use Facebook cookies on our
website to display content from them. We also use cookies to share our information via
various social media channels. The social media cookies we use are:
- Facebook cookies;
- Instagram cookies;
- LinkedIn cookies.
How can I enable and disable cookies?
You can choose whether or not to accept cookies. You can opt out of cookies by configuring
your internet browser in such a manner that it does not store cookies anymore. In addition,
you can delete all information that was previously stored by using the settings of your
browser. If you do not accept cookies, there is however a chance that you will not be able to
make full use of the website.

How can I delete cookies?
Most cookies expire after some time and then no longer record data from your visit to the
website. You can also choose to remove cookies manually. You can do this in your browser.
You can also indicate in the settings of your browser that certain cookies should not be
placed. How to adjust the settings varies from one browser to another. For the most
accurate information, please consult the help function of your browser.
Websites of third parties
It is possible that our website contains a link to another website. This cookie statement and
our privacy statement do not apply to third party websites. This is because we simply cannot
guarantee that these third parties handle your personal data in a safe and reliable manner.
Therefore, always read the privacy and/or cookie statement of these third parties.
Your rights
If you have any questions about the data we process from you, you can contact us by
sending an e-mail to: info@internationalstudentswork.nl or by calling: +316 46 00 84 60
(Monday to Friday from 09:00 to 17:00).
You may request that we:
- access to the personal data that we have;
- explanation of what we do with your personal data;
- a correction of any errors;
- removal of personal data;
- withdrawal of consent;
- transfer of your data.
In addition to this, you may also object to the use of the personal data.
Modification of cookie statement
We reserve the right to modify this cookie statement. Amendments will be published on the
website. It is therefore important to consult this cookie statement regularly, so that you are
aware of any changes. This statement has last been revised on the 19th of may 2022.

